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Chairman’s Report
After my first full year in the role, l am delighted to report to MCG stakeholders that the MCG and the
business of the MCG remain in great shape, operationally, functionally and financially.
A lot has happened over the last twelve months but the finalisation of negotiations with the AFL over the
extension of the agreement for them to use the MCG during home and away seasons and as the venue for
the Grand Final through until 2057 stands as one of the great achievements of the year. “Content” is king in
the business of venue management and AFL content unquestionably underpins a very significant part of the
MCG’s business. Those negotiations were complex, protracted and sometimes difficult but the result is
testament to the common-sense, determination and goodwill of all the parties involved. Obviously the
main negotiator on behalf of the MCG was our Ground Manager, the Melbourne Cricket Club (MCC) but the
State Government was also a very significant contributor alongside the Trust in generating a very
satisfactory outcome. Our thanks go to the MCC management team who did much of the heavy lifting but
also to our colleagues in the state government who provided strong and material support for our
objectives.
At the same time, our MCC colleagues have now commenced negotiations with Cricket Australia (CA) about
the renewal of their MCG ground usage agreement. Whilst the AFL might provide a significantly larger
share of “content” at The G by value and by the number of match-day events, the significance of cricket to
the MCG can never be underestimated……after all this is the Melbourne Cricket Ground. I am strongly
encouraged and comforted by the quality and depth of the relationship between CA and the MCC. I look
forward to supporting our Ground Manager throughout the upcoming negotiations so that both parties
and, more importantly, our huge band of avid local, interstate and international cricket lovers see a new
long-term agreement that delivers a platform for the staging of the best cricket Australians can imagine
over the term of the new agreement at the MCG.
In addition to documenting the new AFL Agreement and finalising the CA negotiations over the coming
months, the Ground Manager is undertaking a major MCG Precinct Master Planning Project. This work will
build upon a mountain of great work already done on the railyards decking proposal, the Yarra Park Master
Plan and associated work looking at, for instance, better pedestrian links to Richmond station. The state
government is co-funding this work and, with input from a range of relevant parties, l am looking forward
to seeing a very significant Precinct Master Plan by the end of this current financial year (ie by end of first
quarter 2019). This will enable us all to embark on the planning for some transformative projects on our
MCG facilities (possibly a new Great Southern Stand within the next 15 or so years) and within Yarra Park,
along Brunton Avenue, around Richmond football ground and along Punt Road. Better – and safer – traffic
management arrangement within the Park and around Brunton Avenue is a key objective. Whilst building a
deck over the railyards may be a longer term aspiration, the separation of pedestrian traffic from vehicular
traffic before, during and after events at The G is critically import for the safety and amenity of all precinct
patrons and users.
As it has been for many years already, security remains one of the highest priorities for the Trust and for
our Ground Manager. MCC management continue to review, refresh and evolve our Security Master Plan
to ensure that we can deliver the safest environment for our patrons, staff, contractors and, of course, for
the sports women and men and other entertainers who provide the spectacle that we all come to see at
The G. Whilst we will never be able to guarantee a person(s) with ill intent will not strike at our iconic
venue, l am confident that we do at least as much as can be expected in providing overt and covert security
measures that are equal to or better than anything else in place in venues around the country.
Furthermore, the MCC’s security team constantly monitor and observe security measures and trends
around the world to ensure that we can adopt the best available counter-measures as and when relevant
and possible.

In my report last year l welcomed Stuart Fox as the MCC’s then newly appointed CEO. Stuart has settled
into the role very well and is demonstrating proof of the wisdom of his appointment. He is reshaping his
management team and structures to meet the challenges of an ever-changing club and venue management
environment. He was instrumental in leading the negotiations with the AFL and is doing the same in the CA
negotiations. Stuart provides professional and transparent advice to Trustees on all matters that affect the
running of the MCG and l want to take this opportunity to thank him and his management team for their
efforts over the last 12 months. I want also to thank Steven Smith, President of the MCC, and his
Committee colleagues for the commitment they all make to the good running of the MCG on behalf of the
Trust and for the benefit of all patrons of the MCG and its surrounds.
Finally, l must also recognise the contributions made by four of my Trustee colleagues who retired during
the year. Hon Pat McNamara, Mr Paul O’Malley, Ms Jane Fenton AM, and Ms Stephanie Reeves all retired
during this past year. Pat gave 10 years’ service to the Trust and brought immeasurable benefit to the
organisation and to the MCG community generally. Paul, Jane and Stephanie served on the Trust variously
for 3 or 4 years and all made very significant contributions to the deliberations of the Trust by bringing their
many and varied skill sets and experiences to bear on our discussions. Time and space do not permit a
more thorough review of each of their contributions here and we have already recognised their individual
and collective contributions in other ways, so suffice to say “Thank you” on behalf of all Victorians for their
respective contributions to the growth and development of this marvellous MCG.
Having said farewell to our retired Trustees l have also welcomed Hon Robert Ray, Ms Linda White, Ms
Bianca Chatfield and Ms Belinda Duarte as newly appointed Trustees. I am very much looking forward to
working with them and our other Trust colleagues during this next exciting and busy year.

Hon Steve Bracks AC
Chairman
July 2018

Executive Officer’s Report
Financial Results:
The Trust remains in a strong financial position.
Like-for-like revenues were marginally higher in the financial year ending March 2018 - $4.587m compared
to $4.552m in FYE 2017. Operating expenses remain modest but, due to the time and expense involved in
attending to a number of unusual major projects (eg AFL/MCC/MCGT negotiations and financial modelling
activities), were significantly higher year on year ($149k in FYE 2018 compared to $100k in the prior year).
The Trust’s major item of ongoing expenditure arises from its in-principle understanding with the MCC that,
where possible, the Trust will contribute the bulk of its net income towards the MCC’s debt reduction
program ($4.802m in FY 2018 and $4.725m in FY 2017 [both numbers include GST]).
The overall operating result was slightly higher this year - $73k compared to $57k in FYE 2017. (The 2017
result was affected by the final Trust contribution of $100k as the last instalment of a state government
funded Yarra Park Improvement Plan project. There were no Yarra Park payments made by the Trust in the
2018 FY.)
In line with the Valuer-General of Victoria’s guidelines, the book value of Yarra Park was increased by
$28.3m to $286m.

Activities at the MCG:
AFL
AFL home and away average match attendances were up 4.4% at 47,391 in the 2017 season and the final
series generated bumper crowds. Overall, almost 2.7m people attended AFL matches at the MCG during
the 2017 season, up more than 10% on 2016. These great results reflect the very strong performance of
the Richmond Football Club throughout that season but also reflect improved performances and prospects
for some of our other tenant clubs.

AFL matches attract over 80% of visitors to The G each year, highlighting the importance of the AFL-MCG
relationship. As the Chair has already mentioned, a huge amount of time and effort over the last twelve
months has gone into navigating a long and difficult, but ultimately successful negotiation with the AFL to
bring about a new long-term Ground Usage Agreement. Without doubt this has delivered a great result for

the MCG but nor can there be any doubt that securing such significant “content” for The G through until
2057 is a very big win for Melbourne and for Victoria generally. It’s great for our AFL fans & for all lovers of
sport and it brings huge economic benefits to the State. It’s an important piece of the bigger jigsaw that
represents Melbourne as the Major Events capital of Australia and Victoria as a visitation magnet. At a
more operational level, the new agreement resolves many of the concerns we had arising from the fact
that our biggest content provider is now also the owner and operator of the only local venue that competes
for AFL content in Melbourne.

Cricket
Cricket remains an important component of the MCG’s calendar, however the number of International
Cricket match days has fluctuated over time. Like the AFL, attendances at cricket matches are heavily
influenced by the origin and form of the competing sides. For international cricket, the appeal of the
touring side plays a big part in generating attendance numbers. The 2017 Boxing Day test attendances
reflect the huge appeal of an Ashes series. We expect that the 2018 test series against India will also draw
big crowds. Offsetting the volatility in international match attendances is the rise and rise in popularity of
the BBL competition, albeit again subject to the performance & origin of the competing sides on any given
day.

The completion of the redevelopment of Junction Oval in 2017/18 and the potential relocation of selected
Sheffield Shield matches to that new facility will present the opportunity to use The G for alternative events
during the domestic cricket season (BBL dates excepted).

We were delighted to have confirmation in January that the MCG will play host to both the men’s and the
women’s finals of the ICC Twenty20 World Cup in 2020. In additional to the finals, The G will host a range of
matches during the men’s competition.
Whilst on the subject of cricket, the Trust takes very seriously the criticism levelled at the quality of the
pitch presented for the 2017 Boxing Day test series. The reputation of any cricket venue is, at least in part,
dependant on expectations of a quality pitch. Different venues each have a reputation for delivering
different pitch characteristics and it was clear that the pitch presented for this series did not meet the
expectations of an MCG pitch. Whilst acknowledging that pitch preparation is not an exact science, the
Trust has and will continue to require the Ground Manager to take all steps necessary to ensure that there
is no repetition of this disappointing situation in future. The Club has instigated a major review of its pitch
preparation process and activities using highly experienced internal and external advisers. We look forward
to positive outcomes for the next season’s pitches.

Other Content
In addition to core sporting content, the Trust supports and encourages the MCC to seek “other” content to
the facility and to the precinct. Building on the success of the 2017 Guns N’ Roses concert at The G, we are
looking forward to the Bon Jovi concert in December this year and, in a first for the MCG, WWE Wrestling in
October.
The first round of the NRL’s 2018 State of Origin series was played to a good crowd at the MCG in June
demonstrating the versatility of our facility and its capacity to attract audiences for the diverse range of
major Australian sporting codes. The international soccer series played here was yet another
demonstration of this.
We also work with the Club to support efforts they are making to bring more and different activities to
Yarra Park. The Park is a key element of the MCG precinct and is a wonderful public space that can be
brought to life from time to time through the introduction of scalable public events related or not to
activities that may be going on at The G or elsewhere in the precinct.

Contract Negotiations – Some Context
There is still much to be done to complete the documentation of the AFL deal including the consequent
renegotiation and extension of the MCC’s contract as Ground Manager and their lease over the Club’s
space here at The G. As we navigate these ancillary negotiations, Trustees are cognisant of the fact that the
vast majority of costs involved in upgrading the MCG facilities over recent years (going back beyond, but
also including, the building of both the Great Southern Stand and the new Northern Stand) are borne by the
MCC and its members. This reflects the unique funding model under which the MCG operates. In real
terms, whilst the state and sometimes the federal governments have made contributions to major MCG
building projects, our funding model operates such that the Club makes very few calls on the government
purse for its capital works. The Club makes no calls on governments for MCG operating revenues. I am not
aware of any other venue in Victoria – nor, l think it’s fair to say, in Australia – that is as financially selfsufficient as the MCG. New stadia and improvements to existing stadia in other places are almost entirely
funded from their respective government’s purse. We are very fortunate to have Australia’s largest and
most iconic stadium here in Melbourne and to know that it is financially self-sustaining.
Having said that, the success of the MCC as a sporting club is in no small part derived from its historic
tenancy at the MCG. The MCG content is a honey pot attracting & retaining MCC memberships. It is a credit
to the Club and its management over time that they have so successfully grown & maintained their club
services and, at the same time, used a good part of their total revenues generated from all sources to
deliver on both their obligations and aspirations as Ground Manager at The G. Recognising this, Trustees

are absolutely cognisant of their responsibilities to hold the Club to account to deliver the best possible
value for money and overall service in their role as our Ground Manager. The Trust’s primary responsibility
is to ensure the MCG is managed in a way that ensures that every patron’s experience and all the content
delivered is world class in every respect. These responsibilities are at the forefront of our minds as we
negotiate the terms of the necessary long-term contracts between the Club and the Trust.

Yarra Park
Yarra Park has long been used as a car park for events at both the MCG and across the rail lines at
Melbourne Park. Whilst it provides a very high level of convenience for patrons, mixing cars and
pedestrians in a large and, to some extent, under-controlled environment is not ideal. Furthermore, there is
good reason to keep cars further back from the MCG structure as a security measure. And, on top of that,
good management of the grass surfaces in the park require us to limit parking during spells of bad (not only
wet) weather. All these factors combine to the effect that car parking numbers throughout recent years and the associated revenues - are falling significantly. Revenues from car parking is the primary source of
funds needed to maintain the park. The Trust is working with the Ground Manager and in conjunction with
the state government to develop alternative ways to generate funds to support the high levels of
maintenance required to keep the park in its current state. We recognise Yarra Park’s important role as a
key element of the iconic MCG precinct and will work hard to ensure that it is maintained as a wonderful
public space and as a productive element of the precinct.
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DECLARATIONS BY TRUSTEES & ACCOUNTABLE OFFICER

Independent Auditor’s Report
To the Trustees of the Melbourne Cricket Ground Trust
Opinion

I have audited the financial report of the Melbourne Cricket Ground Trust (the Trust) which
comprises the:
•
•
•
•
•
•

balance sheet as at 31 March 2018
statement of comprehensive income for the year then ended
statement of changes in equity for the year then ended
statement of cash flows for the year then ended
notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting
policies
declarations by Trustees and Accountable Officer.

In my opinion the financial report presents fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of the Trust as at 31 March 2018 and its financial performance and cash flows for
the year then ended in accordance with the financial reporting requirements of Part 7 of the
Financial Management Act 1994 and applicable Australian Accounting Standards.
Basis for
opinion

I have conducted my audit in accordance with the Audit Act 1994 which incorporates the
Australian Auditing Standards. My responsibilities under the Act are further described in the
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Report section of my report.
My independence is established by the Constitution Act 1975. My staff and I are
independent of the Trust in accordance with the ethical requirements of the Accounting
Professional and Ethical Standards Board’s APES 110 Code of Ethics for Professional
Accountants (the Code) that are relevant to my audit of the financial report in Australia. My
staff and I have also fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the Code.
I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a
basis for my opinion.

Trustees’
responsibilities
for the
financial
report

The Trustees are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial
report in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards and the Financial Management
Act 1994, and for such internal control as the Trustees determine is necessary to enable the
preparation and fair presentation of a financial report that is free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial report, the Trustees are responsible for assessing the Trust’s
ability to continue as a going concern, and using the going concern basis of accounting
unless it is inappropriate to do so.

Auditor’s
responsibilities
for the audit
of the financial
report

As required by the Audit Act 1994, my responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial
report based on the audit. My objectives for the audit are to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial report as a whole is free from material misstatement, whether
due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes my opinion. Reasonable
assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in
accordance with the Australian Auditing Standards will always detect a material
misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are
considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected
to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of this financial report.
As part of an audit in accordance with the Australian Auditing Standards, I exercise
professional judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. I also:
•

•

•
•

•

identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether
due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks,
and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is
higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery,
intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design
audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose
of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Trust’s internal control
evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates and related disclosures made by the Trustees
conclude on the appropriateness of the Trustees’ use of the going concern basis of
accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material
uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on
the Trust’s ability to continue as a going concern. If I conclude that a material
uncertainty exists, I am required to draw attention in my auditor’s report to the
related disclosures in the financial report or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to
modify my opinion. My conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to
the date of my auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the
Trust to cease to continue as a going concern.
evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial report,
including the disclosures, and whether the financial report represents the underlying
transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

I communicate with the Trustees regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and
timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in
internal control that I identify during my audit.

MELBOURNE
20 July 2018

Timothy Maxfield
as delegate for the Auditor-General of Victoria
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Protected Disclosure Act 2012
The purpose of the Protected Disclosure Act (“Act”) is to encourage and facilitate the making of disclosures
of improper conduct of public officers and public bodies without fear of reprisal. The Trust is a “public
body” for purposes of the Act. The trust is not permitted to receive disclosures made under the Act. You
can make a protected disclosure about the Trust or its members, officers or employees by contacting the
Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission. As required under the Act, the Trust has adopted
procedures for the protection of people against detrimental action that might be taken against them in
reprisal for the making of protected disclosures. These procedures are available from the Trust on request.

